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| Hot Food
~ » Vegetarian menu

All day breakfast throughout the week. =
Special mealtime bargains Mon-Sat
Any pint or bottled beer plus a hot meal F

11.30am - 2.30pm Only £2.75
5pm-8pm Only 2.25

Jazz Breakast every Sunday
52.50 inclusive of food and live band

NOTTINGHAM S INTERNATIONAL CRIME MYSTERY Choose from veg. or trad. breakfastand
l l as much cereal, toast, fruit as you can eat
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JAZZ FUNK~~~MODERN~~~A CID JAZZ

LIVE JAZZ AT THE BELL INN
IN THE OLD MARKET QUARE

SUNDAYS @ 8pm
AKIMBO

JUBA
MIND THE GAP
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WAREHOUSE

TENIPUS FUGIT
\ SUNDAYS @ 12.15pm

THE FOOTWARMERS
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OMEGA
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cover: Davis
The winners of the Woodpecker Battle Of The
Bands competition were Dum Dums, who won
£450, two days recording time in Bandwagon
Studios and a bottle of Champagne. Second
place went to Davis who received £250 and are
featured on the front cover of this issue. See
Fried Alive.
An even bigger prize has been promised in
another Battle Of The Bands competition
currently being organised by Johnny Moore
Promotions, taking place at Sam Fay’s in
Nottingham from June. For details and
application forms call (0115) 945 5855.
Nottingham Community Arts and Loudhailer
Designs have announced a competition inviting
individuals or groups to respond to or interpret
the theme of Football Football. Work can be
produced in any media— painting, sculpture,
photography, drawing, writing, performance, etc.
and all work submitted will be considered for part
of a major exhibition to coincide with the Euro
96 Championships. The closing date for entries
is May 24th and the exhibition will open at
Nottingham Community Arts Centre, Gregory
Boulevard, Hyson Green on May 31st prior to a
national tour. Tel. (0115) 942 4275 for details.
Hardcore is flavour of the month as ever with
appearances in Nottingham during May by New
York Hatecore exponents SFA at the
Narrowboat (8th); Samiam, Texas ls The
Reason and Shutdown at The Clinton Rooms
(14th); Californian veterans Rhythm Collision
at the Narrowboat (17th); and treading where
Green Day fear to go, Gameface at the
Narrowboat (31 st).
“While some bunch of pretty boys wearing
newly purchased pork-pie hats practise their
nutty dance in a rehearsal room in Camden or
somewhere equally untrendy, paid for by some
major major label, SOME OF US HAVE BEEN
AT lT FOR YEARS! and whats more, will still be
at it when said pork-pie hatted johnnies are
rehearsing their Spandau Ballet (or whatever)
covers in a year’s time.” Thus spat Spithead in
the press release accompanying their debut
album Swag which is available on Kollusion
Records in both cd and cassette formats. “
imagine the sound of good-time ska colliding
head on with old-school punk, half-way up the
‘\/l6. lt’s neither revivalist rubbish nor bandwagon
jumping, just crunchy-ska created to move the
feet." Catch their live show at The Old Angel
(Sun. 26th May) and Sam Fay’s (Thurs. 20th
June) where they join Bender on a double bill of
‘un and frolics.
Bender also pop up with the track A
ll/lisunderstandlng on a compilation cd on the
newly formed Household Name records. Entitled
the Last House On The Left it's a 21 -track
collection of some of the most exciting unsigned
acts in the country including Headbutt, The
Flying Medallions, King Prawn, Leechwoman,
Gink and Pura Vida.
Nottingham is host this year to the 14th
National Street Music Festival, which aims to
bring music to where the people are-— the
streets. Taking place over the weekend 29-30th
June, events include a procession, street bands,
mass public performances, a modestly priced
evening concert and workshops offering,
singing, drama, poetry and banner making.
Founded in 1984 by the Sheffield Street Band,
the festival is unique in that there is no central
organising committee, responsibility for the
event being handed from one city to the next
every year. Last year it took place in Stroud and
this year is being organised by the Nottingham
Clarion Choir, a socialist choir of some forty
voices. Founded in Nottingham eight years ago,
the Clarion Choir's 1996 engagements include
performances in Karlsruhe, Germany and a

singing tour of Cuba.
NG7-based label Sentrax Corporation have two
new cd releases. Final 2 is the second solo
release from Justin Broadrick of Godflesh/
Techno Animal and features C. G. Green also of
Godflesh on several tracks. The other is lnscape
by Tactile, who employ pulse driven analogue
electronics.An album of remixes follows shortly
featuring Coil, Zoviet France, O,Scalpel and
others.
The New Bushberry Mountain Daredevils
have released a new album Peace And Justice
on the Enigma label. They perform a series of
live dates around the UK before touring in
Europe.
Tricky continues to live up to his name with his
latest project Nearly God which includes
collaborations with several artists including Terry
Hall, Neneh Cherry, Bj6rk and Alison Moyet
and includes a cover of Siouxsie & The
Banshees’ Tattoo. A proper Tricky album is due
later in the year. _
Following their Boss Tabla single, Transglobal
Underground have an album Psycho Karaoke
due out May 13th. They are on tour throughout
May and with several festival appearances into
July including the Turning Up The Beat Festival
in Leicester on June 15th.
First signing to Tony Wilson’s new Factory Too
label, Hopper release a new single Bad Kid on
May 13th to be followed by their debut album
later this year. In the meantime they undertake a
headline tour spanning three months. They
appear at The Band Chapel, Derby (17th May);
Sam Fay’s, Nottingham (6th June); the
Charlotte, Leicester (12th); The Wheatsheaf,
Stoke (27th).
Following the release of their fourth album ln
Sides Orbital appear in concert this month at
Leicester De Montford Hall (Tues 7th) and
Sheffield Octagon (Fri 10th). The album consists
of six unrelated sound scenarios totalling 72
minutes with the vinyl version spread over three
discs.
Revolutionary Dub Warriors unleash their
second album State Of Evolution of May 13th.
Produced by Adrian Sherwood, the On-U team
continue to deliver the goods confirming their
position at the forefront of the new breed of dub
music makers. On-U Sounds fifteenth year
looks like being a busy one for Adrian Sherwood
who has also been recording and remixing the
Scottish 1996 European Cup song with Primal
Scream and Ervine Welsh (Put that on your
terrace and chant it). He is also collaborating
with Doug Wimbish on a trilogy of albums to be
released over the next few months. On-U Sound
will be represented at the forthcoming Essential
Music Festivals Reggae Day by Lee
“Scratch” Perry, The Dub Syndicate, Bim
Sherman and The Revolutionary Dub
Warriors. The festival takes place over May
Bank Holiday weekend at Stanmer Park near
Brighton with Reggae Day on Monday 27th. For
those who can’t make it to Brighton, Dub
Syndicate will play a warm up gig at Sam Fay’s
on Tuesday 21st May.
The DiY discollective are to promote a one off
night at The Skyy Club on Sat. June 8th
featuring the legendary Larry Heard a.k.a. Mr.
Fingers, one of the pioneers of very early House A A ~ A ~~~~~~~e» ~~~——
music supported by DiY djs DK, Digs & Woosh.
Adm. is £4 and as this is one of the more
intimate gigs of his tour you are advised to arrive
early.
Sheffield’s violin ’n’ bass outfit Pigsix4 release
their debut album lAm The Chemistry on May
20th. It will be distributed worlwide on the
Symbiose label based in Lisbon, Portugal where
the band will play a launch date prior to touring
northern ltaly. Four gigs in Russia are also
planned but you can see them at Sam Fay’s on
Tues. 18th June. Pigsix4's techno alter-ego
Enno release a 12" single later in the year.
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HAIRDRESSING FOR MEN

MENS HAIR CUTS
, LIMITED PERIOD

ONLY £5

I 52 GOOSEGATE
HOCKLEY

l Call Carl on
956 7668

éafié
Blane

Drink eat and good music 11am -1 1 pm Tues —Sun
Weds . La Béte Des Bleus D? Cl?

Thurs Serve Chilled Again. Digs 8: Woosh
Fri/Sat. Departure Lounge vs Quadrant

pre—club warm ups 50 metres from Skyy Club
390 Alfreton Road (opp. Texaco garage)
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Nottingham's highly acclaimed international crime, mystery and thriller festival will this year
take place at Broadway Media Centre June 6th-16th. Here we present Hanlc Quinlan's
overview of events and his selection of the festival's stand-out attractions. for a more detailed
programme, screening times, etc. consults Shots‘ own brochure or call Broadway direct on
(0115) 952 6600/ 6611. Remember that the programme maybe subject to last minute
alterations and additions.

PRE_\llEWS_AND PREMIERES
Guaranteed to thrill, bemuse and frustrate in just about equal measure, this is always the the most
unpredictable yet fascinating aspect of the festival. Topping the bill this year will be Opening Gala film The
Juror, a Hollywood blockbuster starring Oemi Moore as the eponymous just person pressurized by bad guy
Alec Baldwin to acquit an all-powerful Mafia Don. At the opposite end of the financial scale comes the
Closing Gala with Curdled. Full of intrigue and suspense this dark comedy credits Quentin Tarantino as
executive producer and stars Angela Jones as an offbeat house cleaner embroiled in the affairs of an
eccentric serial killer. Sean Penn, after his success with Dead Man Walking, goes behind the camera again to
direct Jack Nicholson and Anjelica Huston in The Crossing Guard. Powerful and perceptive, it examines how
the accidental death of a child leaves one man riddled with guilt and another obsessively seeking revenge.
Three films that bring a new twist to the old couple-on-the-run caper are Normal Life, a raw-edged romance
from the director of Henry, Portrait Of A Serial Killer, John McNaughton, Burning Life, Germany's riotous
answer to Thelma And Louise, and A Boy Called hate, a virulent adolescent odyssey starring James and
Scott Caan. Action with that unique oriental flavour can be found in The Adventurers, the latest film from
legendary Hong Kong director Ringo Lam and the more emotionally resonant Fallen Angels from rising
eastern star Wong Kar-Wai whose previous film Chungking Express full of unrequited passion and stylish
panache also receives a complimentary screening. From Ireland comes Nothing Personal, a brave
exploration of sectarian violence starring Ian Hart, while contributions from the UK include Angela Pope's
harrowing Hollow Reed, Nicolas Roeg's typically ravishing and intricate Two Deaths, and Flowers Of The
Forest a powerful, painful investigation into satanic child abuse from the open of Nottingham's own
esteemed screenwriter Michael Eaton. Left is another local creation shot on the mean streets of Sneinton
with a measly budget of £5000. It's a warts-and-all look at the less glamorous aspects of small time crime
and an auspicious debut for writer, director and star Shane Meadows. finally, one re-release not to be
missed is blood simple, the brilliant black comedy cum gory thriller that kicked off the Coen brothers’ star
studded career way back in 1983.

SEASONAL SHOTS
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CLAUDE CHABROL lnspecteur Lavardin
From the co-founder of the french New Wave to elder statesman of the psychological thriller, Chabrol
poisonous thorn in the flesh of the petlt bourgeoisie. Noted for his passionate admiration of Alfred Hithcock
and Fritz Lang, his finest films dissect the calm facade of French life and expose hidden layers of obsession,
guilt and self-destructive desire. The highlights of‘this Shots season are three of the films he made with his
second wife Stephane Audran in the late 60's and early 70's which see Chabrol at his cynical. insidious best,
La Femme lnfidele, Le Boucher and Juste Avant La Nuit, while others include the anful lnspecteur Lavardin
from 1986 and the more recent L’Enfer with Emma nuelle Bean.

ALFRED HITCHCOCK
No Shots In The Dark would be complete without a*Hitchcock film or two and this year's festival features
I Confess with Montgomery Clift as a tortured catholic priest, Notorious with Cary Grant and Ingrid Bergman
in a darktale of romantic manipulation and Spellbound in which Bergman again and Gregory Peck attempt
to unravel an amnesiac’s mind. Three brand new prints and three warped psychological studies wrapped up
in the thriller format.

BRITISH GANGSTERS I
Q The home-grown variety of villain may be a bit rustic round the edges compared with Hollywood's flashy, 1

[1 flamboyant equivalent but beneath the staid, austere surface betas a cruel, sadistic heart. Brighton Rock's
nasty little delinquent Pinkie is the epitome of this while Get Carter features one of Michael Caine's finest

D performances as a ruthless racketeer returning to Newcastle to avenge the murder of his brother. Nicolas
Roeg's inspirational Performance also contains plenty of Kray Twins-style cruelty before disintegrating into
gender-bending oblivion, and Joseph Lose-y's The Criminal is spiked with Stanley Baker's resolute portrayal

5|-|()"|'$ ||\! THE g;_)AR__|\__§_ '96 of a lethal, self-destructive loner. Providing a contrast in style The Third Man, Carol Reed's classic thriller set
in post-war Vienna and starring Joseph Cotton, Orson Welles and Trevor Howard completes the season.

Nonchalant and nocturnal-eyed, Robert Mitchum may lack range and depth as an actor but his assured
natural style marks him out as one of the all-time greats of cinema. Though his performances in over one
hundred films vary wildly in quality, when given top-rate material to work with he would always provide
the appropriate star turn. Ironically those of his films which now receive the most reverential acclaim— the
noir thrillers from the 40's and 50's— were, at the time of their release, little more than low~budget ‘B’
pictures, treated with luke-warm apathy by audiences and critics alike. From this period, Shots will be
showing Jaques Tourneur's unmissable masterpiece Out Of The Past and Charles Laughton's extraordinary
Night Of The Hunter with Mitchum playing a psychopathic preacher with the words LOVE and HATE tattooed
on his knuckles. The season also includes Crossfire, The Racket, Angel Face, from the 70's The Friends Of
Eddie Coyle and The Yazuka featuring what must be the actor's last truly great performance.

l .'1

SHOOTING STAR: ROBERT MITCHUM Night Of The Hunter

THINGS TO DO IN DENVER WHEN YOU'RE DEAD
(dir. Gary Fleder)
Mixing modern day self-referential irony with pre-Tarantino poignant sincerity Things To Do In Denver... is
an odd curio that occasionally hits ballistic overload but impresses more with its elegiac emotional sweep.
Dominating the story-line with suave sophistication is Jimmy The Saint (Andy Garcia), a retired gangster
who reluctantly agrees to do one last job for Mafia Don The Man With The Plan (Christopher Walken). His
former cronies Critical Bill (Treat Williams), Pieces (Christopher Lloyd), Easy Wind (Bill Nunn) and Franchise
(William Forsythe) offer a helping hand but only succeed in bungling the assignment. Then deadly assassin
Mr Shhh appears on the scene and, seeking retribution for the big boss, sets out to eliminate the motley
crew one by one. Only Jimmy is given the opportunity to escape but his strong moral sense will not allow
him to abandon his friends or new found love Dagney (Gabrielle Anwar). Spicing up the script is some
wonderfully witty slang while the extended cast simply ooozes class. Walken, despite being at death's door,
still seethes with malevolent menace and Williams, back from the wilderness, provides the film with its
funniest and most frightening moments. Things To Do ln Denver... is an elegant, old-fashioned gangster
tale with the odd twist or two to give it that extra edge.

Hank Quinlan
Things To Do In Denver When You're Dead shows at Broadway from Friday 10th - Sunday 19th May.

u - '

KIDS
After kicking up a storm of controversy in the USA last year Kids finally gets to strut it's petulant,
provocative stuff on our sensitive British screens. Already hailed in some quarters as a searing savage look
at the lost innocence of American youth the film follows a group of New York teenagers on a frenetic 24
hour trip to oblivion. Depicted in grim graphic detail with little humour or humanity their adolescent
adventures involve skateboarding, shop-lifting, callous underage sex and several kinds of substance abuse
The authenticity of this heartless world can be traced to it's 21 year old screenwriter Harmony Korine, while
as director legendary 52 year old photographer Larry Clark makes an uncompromising debut. A fun-
packed feast of entertainment it sure isn't, but Kids caustic amoral brutality may just leave you shaken and
stirred.

Hank Quinlan
Kids comes to Broadway from Fri. 24th May - Wed. Sth June

COPYCAT
A film about serial killers in which Sigourney Weaver plays criminal psychologist Helen Hudson who is
stalked by a serial killer in the form of dreamboat Harry Connick Jnr. Holly Hunter as detective Monahan is
on the trail and succeeds in persuading Hudson to help her locate the guy who it appears is terrorising San
Francisco with his copycat methods of killing innocent people in the style of other serial killers.

with Silence of the Lambs, there is also an absorbing teacher/pupil relationship between Hudson and
Monahan which is neatly reminiscent of Jodie Foster's Candice and Hopkins’ Hannibal Lector. Hudson and
Monahan also appear to compete for the attentions of Hudson's attractive young assistant Ruben Getz
(Dermot Mulroney) but director Amiel, to his credit, nicely underplays this possible tug-of-love between
them. In the end it's is not quite as good as Seven, nor does it possess the darkly morbid approach of a
film like Henry Portrait Of A Serial Killer which is still the most chilling film on this subject but even so,
Copycat is reasonably good, with Holly Hunter particularly striking as Monahan and there are a few
genuinely suspenseful surprises towards the end. Matt Arnoldi

UNZIPPED
Part film, part documentary, this lively and entertaining fashion show special of the world's leading models

(Kate, Cindy, Linda, Naomi and Christy— they sound more like a collection of dolls!) caught in
conversation and various stages of preparation as they get together to show off the work of fashion
designer Isaac Mizrahi. Cue risqué comments caught on camera, models in states of undress, and the
world's fashion press and writers looking on to decide what they like and what they don't. Of interest

Showing at the Metro, Derby, Tues. 21st - Thurs. 23rd May.

MIGHTY APHRODITE
The latest Woody Allen film is a little close-to-the-mark considering the things going on in his own personal
life as it tells the story of a couple, young upwardly~mobile played by Woody and Helena Bonham-Carter
(nice to see her out of Edwardian gear for once!) who decide to adopt a child. The child they end up with
turns out to be a genius with an IQ off the Richter scale. Allen then decides he wants to try and find the
child's mother (Mira Sorvino) who in turn, turns out to be a dumb blonde and a prostitute with it! The cast
also includes Michael Rapaport and F Murray Abraham. Though slight the film is quite funny and on the
whole engaging enough to amuse for 90 minutes or so. A Greek tragedy joke runs through it which grates
after a while but the scenes between the Oscar-nominated Mira Sorvino (as prostitute/child's mother) and »
the shy father (Woody Allen) are fun to watch. Matt Arnoldi

UNDERGROUND
Emir Kusturica's stylised and comic epic on the plight of Yugoslavia over several decades won the Palme
D'Or in Cannes. A brightly inventive picture, it's full of good ideas, for instance it depicts the Second World
War by conjuring up a Yugoslavian resistance force underground, with power supplied through the energy
of two men pedalling furiously on a tandem at all hours of the day. The leader of the resistance, an Arthur
Daley type, then decides to ‘suspend’ the end of the war, knowing his submerged group of workers are
doing too good a job to waste over a mere five years! As in Les Miserables, characters are led to believe the
war is going on after the war is over. Though it could at times involve you more, you admire the ideas
behind it, so although for most of it's two and a half hour length, you're being entertained by the film, at
the same time, you're not made to care enough what happens. It wins points for originality at least, but
that is almost a trademark of Kusturica's films. Matt Arnoldt
Shows at Broadway, Sun. 19th - Thurs. 23rd May.

I1

LA CEREMONIE
Claude Chabrol returns with La Ceremonie, otherwise known as Judgement In Stone. It's a power struggle
social class thriller along the lines of The Servant and containing themes recently explored in varying ways
in both Butterfly Kiss and Sister Sister. In terms of the plot, the well-to-do Lelievre family are on the look-

Copycat, like Seven, involves a lot of authentically satisfying and quite engrossing police detection work. As °"i I9‘ A h°"$9k@9P@l I0 d° The "1""da"@I°b$- Madallle LEIIEVTQ UA<q"@_|l"'i' B5559‘) 5°95 5°PhI° (5a"dfI"@
Bonnaire), a quiet but methodical young woman with impeccable credentials, and employs her. At first
glance Sophie seems the right person for the job but we, the audience, swiftly discover she's trying to hide
the fact that she's illiterate. This fact distances her from the family and she finds a friend in the extrovert
village postmistress Jeanne (Isabelle Hubbert) who, we learn, doesn't get on with the Lelievre family for
various reasons. The two women get to know each other well but there are signs that the friendship could
be destructive. Chabrol, ever the master of disguise, succeeds in keeping up his sleeve a particularly
shocking denouement that will have distinct reverberations on what has gone before. Chabrol is on
powerful ground with this a faithful rendering bf a Ruth Rendell novel that builds quite nicely to a shocking
conclusion but it's perhaps best not to read much more into it than that. Matt Arnoldt

i 

particularly to those in the trade, or to style gurus for whom fashion is a major hobby. Matt Arnoldi
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CHEESETRUCKI ESPRIT I DUM DUMS
DAVIS I MOTOR CITY MIRACLE
Mansfield The Woodpecker
Battle Of The Bands '96
Sweat. I'm sweating. The first sweat of spring.
By 8.30 The Woodpecker is packed, everyone
has arrived early to take their place at the front.
A one-legged geezer sits on a chair in the
middle of the throng. It's cooking in here and
most of the audience is here to see— all the
bands! Without prejudice! Let the games begin.
First out of the hat, Cheesetruck would have
sweated whatever time of year and given the
space and the right environment would have
made sure the audience did also. Especially the
dancers, although with their cheese-cloth and
bandage bondage gear (very -
attractive, especially when
backlit) they rather distract from ,3,-.1. .

-:<-:-:-:-.-;-: :-~\
'-Zgi_-r;-- ‘. .the purpose of the event which is

music. The points awarded for
Stage Presence refer to the
musicians, so it doesn't matter if
you have twenty naked dancers I
on stage, and you'd think that r
having a six-feet tall and then
some handsome Angio-
American Indian up front would I
suffice. In fact, I found the
guitarist the most striking with his I
painted face and obvious
enjoyment, and a seated _ 1
technician with headphones and
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I I dd h only people sitting down are the judges, which iscomputer dropping in ive samp es a s to t e
mystique. Last time I saw Cheesetruck they
were a cock-eyed, piss-taking mess. Thingsh . I . H . h th monitor close by them, or I might doubt their finalave improved great y especia y wit e
recruitment of ex-Weirdbeard member Lippy,
whacking sense into those drums. Cheesetruck
are certainly different, but will that be enough to
beat all comers’? Audience reaction? Positive!
So will Esprit, the only band playing to a home
crowd, have an advantage? No! The audiencef h imagination run free, some fly A&R geezer oncethins out at the front or precisely t at reason
They've seen their R&B pub act before. Oh dear,
it looks like the token Mansfield band (highest
scoring runners up, my arse) are not fooling
anyone. Esprit aren't bad, they are competent,
they work hard, the last song was a good way to
go out but it showed them to be finale-ists, not
finalists. Audience reaction? Some but not all of
their mates liked it.
Dum Dums’ reputation goes before them and
they are widely tipped to win, which may suggest
they shouldn't be here either, for all the opposite
reasons. But at the time of writing this bit (before
they take to the stage) it's yet to be decided.
Dum Dums have every right to be here, and it is
an interesting exercise to consider all the bands
who didn't enter this competition, whatever their
lack of motive (a prize fund of £700 and free
studio time is not to be sniffed at). Anyway. the
heat certainly doesn't bother the hooded Kev
plus denim jacket, and I privately predict a
gradual striptease to the dungarees. (Well, I
have seen them before.) The mere fact of their
arrival on stage causes a palpable change in the
atmosphere. Theirs is the strongest entree so
far, accompanied by an inspired choice of The
ll/larch Of The Siamese Children from The King

in Leeds, even as Dum Dums wind up their
breath-taking set. They think it's all over...
Despite having such a hard act to follow Davis
seem not in the least bit fazed as they rip roar
into action with their unashamed smart pop
image (no stripping, sideburns neatly trimmed,
waistcoais straight they don't so much sweat
as perspire). Does the one-legged geezer stand

it A up’? Yes! Davis are chic, they are cool, they are
. <' _i_:-‘~ .-2-.-':'.1:~»- :;'-J:-:-:-:_
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& l. They storm immediately into a one minute
blast, leave the audience dumbstruck, take a
split seconds silence to realise this and get
straight down to business.
Looking around from the midst of the melee, I
noticed people choosing the easy option by
watching the proceedings on one of the three

funny to watch and they look good on TV. Davis’
mage is the BBC as opposed to Dums Dums‘
\/ITV, the comedy to their irony, and the crowd
oved it. Bugger me. but these guys are in with a
chance. The winner's name, methinks, will begin
with the letter ‘DI ...and it is now I
Motor City Miracle there_Iore have drawn the
short straw. On their side is the fact that people
are drunk now, even the judges, and judging by
their reception have the biggest partisan
following of all five bands. They are also a fine
band—- if you like Brit Pop. Motor City Miracle
are the ‘obvious’ band of the night, and a year
ago might have attracted my interest. But tonight
they embody everything that's been boring the

video monitors. Frankly this is not the way to see tits off me since then. Vulgar, in yer face, wall of
Dum Dums, especially in view of the camera's sound no space anywhere, unoriginal lyrics ‘Brit
IIBTTOW BDQIB IGIIS. They BIG B ITIOSL BIIVB E-IICI and PQp'_ Th9 j()[)'5 D9911 dong guy/5, ne-W music jg
Dels p.a. is doing the business for all the bands
tonight so—- to the front. But I can't. it's chocca.
Even the guy with one leg is on his foot and
moving— and nobody else needs his chair. It

here again and given the imminent backlash it
might be worth considering a new direction.
Okay, so your kind of music will always have a
market, and sure the audience is going wild for

81<'=‘10d$( OT SIIS. Of Wilaievel CTIHITS O0) E1i009- ll ll it, containing as it does all the reference points
could clap its wooden arms it would. in fact the
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strange since they can see Jack Shit from their
supposed vantage point. Lucky there's a handy

decision. They could have stayed home and
watched it via satellite. Already people in the
don't know are likening Dum Dums to Skunk
Anansie but that is a mistake. Dum Dums have
been around much longer than those factory
manufactured pretenders, in fact if I let my

checked out Dum Dums, liked what he saw,
realised he could never control them, and
decided to invent a new version with a female
front artiste and give them a repertoire. Ah, but
such cynicism has no place here, especially
since there are no music industry rep’s here
tonight. They are busy pulling each others self-
congratulatory pionkers at the bar of Sound City
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and MCM's 3-1 -O formation

of the '95 uprising of the
upstaits, the rebellion against
rave, but as one of the judges
put it referring to the category
‘Originality/Potential’, “given
the current climate..." of
British pop music, I assumed
he would continue, but there

y are other categories and one
of them is ‘Stage Presence’

;.;.;.-.;.q.- '-'-\_»», .. ;.:{‘;.__,_.__----, ,. .._‘ . - .

may be solid but it ain't pretty.
Audience reaction? Ecstatic.
Overall Impression’? Hearditall
before.
Competition aside this was an
excellent gig and considering it
was free to get in, top value for

money with some very entertainng bands and a
keen atmosphere. The Woodpecker itself
deserves top marks for potentia , and its
certainly got a stage present, (ha ha dEd)
complete with video monitors and a manager
who knows what he wants. makng it the most
viable venue in Mansfield. (I mean, how many
times can you see Old School at The Plough?
Talk about ‘Groundhog Day’... ) My thoughts are
interrupted by the MC clearing his throat into the
mic‘. the atmosphere is electric and for the first
timne of the evning silence descends...
“...and the winner of the 1996 Woodpecker
Battle Of The Bands is... DUM DUMS! "

Christine Chapel
photos by Rob Pitt

Top: DUM DUMS Middle: DAVIS
Bemw:CHEESETRUCK
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WLVE: reieasingthe pressure at a venue near you

SOUL MESSENGER DJS
The Jazz Hole

Nottm. Sam Fay’s
BUZZCOCKS

Rock City
OMEGA

The Bcll Inn
ACOUSTIC ROUTES

Golden Flcccc
MONO I STRETCH
EXIT LAUGHING

Leics. The Charlotte
THE LONG PIGS I OCTOPUS

Derby The Garrick

IAN SIEGAL
7 Nottm. Goldcn Flcccc

DAVIS I SUNSHOT I SOLO 70
DJ Pablo £2 Bar 2am Sam Fay’s
SAMIAMI SHUTDOWN
TEXAS IS THE REASON

Clinton Rooms
WAREHOUSE

Thc Boll Inn
FOLK BLUES & BEYOND

Running Horsc
MAS Y MAS

Tcquila
TECHNO TEATIME
5pm Old Angel
STAN MARSHALL

Beeston The Greyhound
TELSTAR PONIES
ROLLERSKATE SKINNY
LAZARUS CLAMP

Leics. The Charlotte
JOYLAND

Derby The Garrick
DR. ROBERT _

Sheff. The Lcadmill

MARTIN HALLMARK ORT
Excessaweez

Nottm. The Skyy Club
SLAPPER

The Mill
THE FAB FOUR

Sam Fay’s
WHITE ZOMBIE

Rock City
VALVE I NILON BOMBERS

The Narrowboat
COLIN STAPLES JAM

Thc Running Horsc

D? Cl?
Cafe Blcu

BABE RAINBOW
Derby The Garrick

CUSP I JEDI
Leics. The Charlotte

l .
FOX FORCE FIVE
LAZARUS CLAMP
SO SUE ME
DJ Mark Spivey £2 Bar 2am

Nottm Sam Fay’s
LOONA TUNA

Skyy Club
PLANCK
Junk Bcatroot
ROOKIE COP

Old Angel
BANG TO RIGHTS

Running Horse
SERVE CHILLED AGAIN

C aft’: Blcu
SCARFO

Derby Thc Garrick
MY HEAD’S GOING

TO BLOW UP
Leics. The Charlotte

VERY LITTLE ELSE
Pump & Tap

RHYTHM COLLISION
TRAVIS CUT

Nottm. The Narrowboat
PIERRE BENSUSAN 81 DIDIER
MALH ERBE

Congrcgational Centre
SMOKESCREEN

The Skyy Club
TOOTHSOME

Filly & Firkin
DOWN AT ANTONE’S

Running Horsc
BLUE SKIES AHEAD

Catt’: Blcu
HOT BUTTER

Beatroot

saturday 18th
RACETRACK I UNISEX

Nottm The Old Angel
HARSH

Filly & Firkin
NEFILIM

Rock City
SOUNDS OF DR. FEELGOOD

The Running Horse

TOM I PORK
D? CI‘?
Rumpshaker Thc Box
MISTY BLUE

PID JOYI

Mechanics Arms
DEF! LOUNGE VS OUADRANT

C ale Blcu
INTERSTATE

Mansfield The Woodpcckcr
THIS VIBRATION

Leics Pump dc Tap
JESUS JONES SOUND SYSTEM I
GRANT BARBER
Amorphous

Loughbiirciugh Echos
PERFUME! SEA FRUIT

Sheff. The Lcadmill

FOOTWARMERS noon
MIND THE GAP 8pm

l\lottm. The Bcll Inn
SHOD jazz breakfast noon
MEAT PIE 8pm

Tho Old Angel
NAVIGATORS
lunch Mechanics Arms
DA DOG

Thc Golden Flcccc
DJ SYNAPSE I BERT 8i DELFI
The Sunday Roaster 2.30pm

Sam Fay’s
NORTHERN UPROAR
AUDIOWEB I VALVE

Rock City
INNUS SIBUN

The Running Horsc
WHO DO YOU THINK YOU ARE

Mansfield Town Mill
REVERSE

Derby The Ganick
6OFT DOLLS

Sheff. The Lcadmill

monda 20th
OMEGA

Nottm The Bell Inn
ACOUSTIC ROUTES

Tho Golden Ilcccc
SUTTIN NECESSARY
DJ Code Red

Sam Fay’s
THE MOODYBIRDS

Leics The Charlotte
NEW ROAD

Derby The Garrick
IAN MCNABB I AFTERLIFE

Sheff The Lcadrnill

DUB SYNDICATE
DJ WALT £8 (door omly)

Nottm Sam fay's
RALPH

Golden Flcccc
MAS Y MAS

Tequila
MUTHAS OF THE FUTURE

Noi.tm University Buttery Bar
FOLK BLUES & BEYOND

The Running Horse
TEMPUS FUGIT

Th- B lllc c nn
PERFUME

The Lcadmill
UNISEX

Derby Thc Garrick
PORCUPINE TREE
VONAL KSZ

Sheff. Thc Lcadmill

"3-

THE CABARET RATS
Nottm Narrowboat

EXCESSAWEEZ
Skyy

MAS Y MAS
C-alé Mclz.

THE FAB FOUR
Sam Fay’s

D‘? Cl?
La Béte des Bleus Cafe Bleu
ELECTRALUX I JUNG

The Old Vic
WHIPPING BOY
STRANGELOVE

Rock City
SHOD

Basford The Lion
DELIRIUM

Mansfield The Woodpecker
PORCUPINE TREE

Leics. The Charlotte

VALVE I PERFORMANCE
Nottm Sam Fay’s

TIGHTROPE

SHOD fast break noon jazz
SPITHEAD 8pm

Nottm Old Angcl
FOOTWARMERS noon
AKIMBO 8pm

Thc Bcll Inn
BERT & DELFI
The Sunday Roaster 2.30 pm

Sain Fay’s
THE STORM THIEVES

Golclcii Flcccc
HARRY & THE GROWLERS

Running Horse
ON THE FIDDLE

Mechanics Arms
HENDERSON

Mansfield Town Mill

HARRY’S DOOM snow
Nottm The Running Horse

FRANK DEMPSEY
Mechanics Arms

OMEGA
The Boll Inn

SOUL MESSENGER DJS
Thc Running Horsc The Jazz Hole Sam Fay’s

MAGIC SLIM
81 THE TEARDROPS

()’Rcilly’s
NAIL I PORKIE
junk Bcutroot
THE CHERRY STONES

The Old Ange-I
SERVE CHILLED AGAIN

Cale Blcu
THE STILL ILLS

Derby The Garrick

HARVEY The Acid DISCO
Nottm The Skyy Club

KEMISTRY 81 STORM
DAZEE I MISS DEADLY
breezin Dcluxc
PORTOBELLO BONES
BOB TILTON I MARKER

The Old Angel
MIGHTY HOUSE ROCKERS

The Running Horse
PATTON & KELLY

Mechanics Arms
BLUE SKIES AHEAD

Cali’: Blcu
PHAT J
Hot Butter Bcatroot
TIGHTROPE

Heanor Coronation Club
INCANTATION

Newark Palace Thcatrc
SKA-BOOM

Leics The Charlotte

VAMPS
Nottm Old Angel

HEN I JAZZ SPIRIT
SUZY CREAM CHEESE
Wiggle Skyy Club
FOUR ON THE FLOOR

Running Horsc
NAILI POG I ISM I ADM
Urban Electronics The Box
HAND ON HEART

Mechanics Arms
DEP. LOUNGE VS QUADRANT

C afé Blcu
MAS Y MAS

Tequila
RALPH

Hearty Goodfcllow
HELLRAISER

Mansfield The Woodpecker
BRAINIAC I THE WRENS

Leics. The Charlotte
IZON PARADISE

Pump & Tap
MOTHER EARTH

Sheff The Lcaclmill

.. I

SQUEEZE UNPLUGGED
Derby Assembly Rooms

KULA SHAKER I SALTBOX
IMMORTAL I CHASM
STAIRWELIJ LOOM

The Garrick
IMMEDIATE I DEEP

Lcics. The Charlotte
OCEAN COLOUR SCENE

Shell‘ Thc Lcadmill

TECHNO TEATIME
5pm-8pm

Nottm The Old Angel
STARFISH POOL
DJ DAEL
Techno Suppertime Sani Fay’s
SPITTING FEATHERS

Golclcii Flcccc
HIDDEN TALENTS
£2/3 8.30pm Ladies Night

The Skyy Club
WAREHOUSE

Tho Bcll Inn
FOLK, BLUES 8: BEYOND

The Running Horse
URUSEI YATSURA I ESKA

Dcrby The Garrick
PUSHERMAN ISUPERMODEL

Lcics. The Charlotte
STAFFORD GALLI

Shc:-ft‘ The Lcadmill

wednesday 29th
EXCESSAWEEZ

Nottm Thc Skyy Club
THE FAB FOUR

Sam Fay’s
D’? CI?

Calé Blcu
THE PEACOCK PAGE

Mansfield The Wooclpcckcr
COMPULSION

Derby Thc Garrick
SLINKY

Leics. The Charlotte

ASH I 60FT DOLLS! JOCASTA
Nottm Rock City

FLOWERING HEADS I RING
Sam Fay

SOUR MASS I RALPH
Running Horse-

NICK DELISH I MOOCH
Bcatroot

SERVE CHILLED AGAIN
C ale Blcu

TIGHTROPE
Kirkby in Ashliclcl Millers

THE DHARMAS
Derby The Garrick

CANDIDE
Nottm Filly & Firkin

GAMEFACE
Narrowboat

FREAKZONE
Old Angel

VALVE I PERFORMANCE
The Meadow Club

OLD SCHOOL
Running Horse

SONS OF ERRIS
Mcclianics Arms

BLUE SKIES AHEAD
Cale Blcu

KIER
Hot Butter Bcatrol_

TRACER
Nottm Filly 81. firkin

POWER ARK
Olcl Angcl

MICK PINI
Running Horsc

TONY KELLY 8i KELLY’S EYE
Mechanics Arins

DEP. LOUNGE VS OUADRANT
Cult’: Blcu

DESERT STORM
Thc Skyy C.luh

NAIL I PORK CHOP /PLANCK
Flumpshaker The Box
VALVE I PERFORMANCE

Sutton in Ashfield Market. Tavern
REVALATION

Mansfield The Woodpecker
REVOLUTIONARY

DU BWA BRIO RS
Leics. The Charlotte

TECHNO TEATIME
5pm Thc Olcl Angcl
ZION TRAIN
DJ WALT (EARTHPIPE)
Sweet Potato £5/4.50 9pm-2am

Sam Lay's
RANCID

Rock City
TEMPUS FUGIT

Thc Bcll Inn

HOPPER I EMILY SAID
BLOWFLY

l\iotim Sam Fay’s
BOUCHES-METALIKS

Old Al'll__ICI
NEW BUSHBERRY

MOUNTAIN DAREDEVILS
Running Horsc

CAIN & ABLE
junk Bcatroot
TIGHTROPE

C arlton The Cavcnclisili
CABLE I BROCCOLI

Leics The Ciharloiic

RADIUM B3
Nottm The C)lcl Angcl

ADVERSE
Brittaiiia Inn

STUMBLE BROS
Running HUTSC

FRANK DEMPSEY
I\/ICL‘I'l'¢ll"Ilt.‘S Arnis

LARRY HEARD
a.k.a. Mr. Fingers

Sky y Club
CANDID BENCH

Leicrs. Thc Charlottc

sunday 2nd
NAVIGATORS
lunch Nottm Mccltaiiics Arins
FOOTWARMERS noon
JUBA 8pm

Thc Bcll Inn
SHOD noon jazz breakfast

The Old Angcl
BERT Bi DELFI
The Sunday Roaster 2.30pm

Sam l‘ay"s
FRANK WHITE BAND

The Running Horsc
LOVE

Skyy Club
GENEVA

Mansfield Town Mill

Nottm The Running Horsc
DOG THOMAS

Old Angel
GRACE NOTES

Filly at Firkin
JACK OF DIAMONDS

Mcclianics Arms
PEE WEE I PEAK I D? Cl? PORK
CHOP Flumpshaker

The Box
ANGIE SCARR 8i SAM PAYNE
STAN MARSHALL

Long Eaton Tigcr Inn
VOODOO SIOUX

Mansfield Thc Wooclpcckcr
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oufings:
lesbian & gay listings

PUBS
GATSBY'S
Huntingdon St. Gay pub, two bars,
dancefloor and DJ. 9505323
ADMIRAL DUNCAN
74. Lower Parliament St. Pub/disco.
Late bar Thurs-Sat til 1.30 am.
Mainly men, regular cabaret.
9502727
THE FORRESTERS INN
St. Ann's St. Mainly women. Disco
Thurs and Sun. 958 0432

CLUBS
THE KITSCH CLUB
19 Greyhound St. regular gay night
Saturdays. Members and guests
only. 970 8451
REVOLUTION
MGM, Greyfriar Gate. 958 0555
Monthly 1st Monday. 9-2am. £4.
CELLO’S
The Old Vic, 22 Flelchergate.
Fortnightly Sat.women only. For
dates contact Lesbian line.
LIMITED EDITIONS
The Yard, 61 Westgate, Mansfield.
Last Monday. Coach from Gatsby's
9pm. £4 inc. 0162 322 230.
GAY NIGHT
The Lizard Lounge, St. Mary's Gate,
Lace Market. 3rd Monday. 952 3264.
GROUPS./ORGANISATIONS
NOTTM. LESBIAN 81 GAY
SWITCHBOARD
Confidential advice and info. Mon-Fri
7-10pm. 9411454
LESBIAN LINE
Mon 7-9pm. 941 0652
MUSHROOM BOOKSHOP
10 Heathcoat St. Large lesbian and
gay stocks and free copies of Pink
Paper and Outright.
THE HEALTH SHOP
Broad St. Free health care with gay
outreach worker. Free condoms. KY,
dental dams, I-lep B vaccinations
and all sexuall drug use advice.
Copies of The Gal Guide.
comprehensive information booklet.
947 5414
LESBIAN CENTRE
Women's Cenre. 30 Chaucer
St.11am-3pmWeds.941 1475
NOTTM BISEXUAL GROUP
Meets 2nd and 4th Thursdays. 8pm,
international Community Centre.
Mansfield Rd.
NOTTM. GAY & LESBIAN YOUNG
PEOPLE
for under 26's. Meets weekly.
Thurs. 8pm. 911 7925 Ian, 9140927
Mark, 961 6252 Chris.
OUT OF THE CLOSET
BASE 51, Glasshouse St.
Young gay men's group Thurs 2-
4pm. Young Lesbians goup Weds
6.30-8.30pm 952 5040.
UNIVERSITY OF NOTTM. LESBIAN,
GAY 81 BISEXUAL PHONELINE
Mondays 8~10pm during term. Call
951 4999 for info., advice.
NOTTM. TRENT UNI. LGB
SOCIETY
Lecture Theatre, Dryden Street
Library Mondays 7.30pm. termtime.
979 0959
MANSFIELD LESBIAN & GAY
YOUTH GROUP
Meets Saturday afternoons.
0162 361 0611

SISTERS OF PERPETUAL
INDULGENCE
Nottm. convent of international gay
male nuns. available for ceremonies,
blessings, etc. Novices write Mother
Inferior or Sister Dominatrix, Maid
Marion Convent, 180 Mansfield Rd.
Nottingham NG1 3l—lW.
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URESEI YATSURA We Are... (Che) approach could have sent the delirious pop of You And Me And The
this band seem to have real problems writing crap songs because up to Moon or the moody Why I Cry bouncing up the charts. As it is, Merritt
now they haven't put a finger wrong. Already they've given the world keeps Get Lost almost wilfully low key at times, although the quality is
one mini-album and a handful of 7" (l7.Scm) singles. Now here is still as high as on last year's acclaimed Highway Strip outing.
their debut album proper. I love Glasgow bands. I'm going to go there
on my hols and hang out. I'll go drinking at the l3th Note, shopping HOLIDAY FLYER Try Not To Worry (Silver Girl)
at Missing Records, and buy a copy of Kitten Frenzy. Yeah, Glasgow Simple is beautiful. That's the formula for this Californian three-piece
rawwkks and at last it would seem that some media types are taking comprising of sister/brother act John and Katie Conley and
notice. Blimey! I read about it in The Sunday Times and i-D last cello/bassist Verna Brock. Simple in the sense that these fourteen
month. Some say that along with Pink Kross, Uresei Yatsura got things bitter-sweet evocations of floundering romance are performed to the
going. So cheers! Their album, not surprisingly, is full of wonderful minimalist of accompaniment, and beautiful for their honesty and
songs from their past as well as new material. Pow R. Ball has ‘great’ Katie's gorgeously vulnerable voice: " l wonder what our friendship
splattered across it. The latest single Kewpies like Watermelon just rips means to you/If you don't want me to be seen with you/In front of
through your speakers. So why, WHY? dom people keep falling for your friends" she implores on Runaround, striking a guilty clang in
bands like Cast? If you did buy that Cast album I reckon you'd burn it many hearts. You sense they know the territory here. It becomes one
after one listen to this delightful record. I always knew that their of those albums where you anticipate each song, knowing that there's
debut album would be a bit of a cracker and it is. not a duffer among ‘em. Everyday I Get To See You, ls It Hard To Stay

Away? and Secondhand are other classic slices of harmony-filled folky
CHINA DRUM Goosefair (Mantra) pop, whereas the soft chiming chords on Lost At Sea recall the Bark
Well, it might have taken them nearly five years of hard work but Psychosis school of atmospherics. Years from now you'll meet people
China Drum have managed to release a great debut album. They have claiming to have bought this album when it first came out.
done the work, put in the hours, sweated their bollocks off. China
Drum are ahead of their peers because they have the talent to write THE DIVINE COMEDY Casanova (Setanta)
catchy punky, poppy songs, even if the drummer does sing. An album Irishman Neil Hannon has rather confounded critical appraisal to date.
is a collection of songs, and here are many from yesteryear along Unsure of how to approach his bizarre brew of Scott Walker, Brel,
with brand spanking new ones created in the studio. Once you put it Almond and Nyman most scribes have given a confused thumbs up
on you will listen until the very end. and wished him luck. Casanova is the man's most ambitious score to

date with a huge orchestral cast crashing around his often affected,
VAR. ARTISTS Snakebite City #4(Bluefire) dandy vocals. But Hannon's a craftsman, and these songs work
Back again and volume 4 is even better. Paul Snakebite deserves a because, or in spite of the risks he ta kes. Something For The Weekend
medal. he spends hours and hours at gigs selling this-— 22 tracks, 22 and The Frog Princess both camp it up lyrically with the album's title
bands for less than a fiver. Local acts such as Apocalypse Babys and resonating ever more ironically as things progress. The lonesome
The Shreds along with Wact, Breaker, Wat Tyler, Gink, Cuckooland, etc Songs of Love is the best moment of naked intimacy, and the sombre
etc. Those cheek Gla ow Disco Punkers bis contribute a very closer The Dogs And The Horses makes a fitting finale. But you startY 59
exclusive track called Pop Socks which will never be released yearning for something in the pop class of Fear Of The Pollen Count or
elsewhere. The mighty Pink Kross give us Punk Rock Riotand Gouge the last album's When The lights Go Out. It's classy, but studied, and
tempt us with The Scene. Almost an audiofanzine, Snakebite City is a the outlandish theatrics may leave some rather cold. But hey! That's
great idea which everyone should support. And Mr. Bluefire is always
looking for new bands to be featured on this series of cds. Vol. 4 costs
£3.99 inc P&P , cheques payable to 'P.N. Talling’ , PO Box I6,

showbiz, innit Neil?

ALDERSHOT GU12 SXY. Sid Abuse MALI RAIN Forecast For Storms (3rd Stone)

THE MAGNETIC FIELDS Get l.ost(Setanla)
What is the purpose of ambient music? It's sleeping gas effect for
insomniacs? Popularity among multi-racial irie communities? To shag

If they don't write ‘em like this any more, it's probably because they to? Artistic pretensions for the avant-garde? Probably all of these and
daren‘t. What would have been embraced warmly in the heyday of more according to one recent interpretation, and apparently we've got
classic electropop may require more than a soft sell in the era of hard- Brian Eno to thank/blame. If the intent is to create mood first, and
bitten computer dance. This is the latest album from innovative
Stephin Merritt whose penchant for arty ambients such as John Foxx
combines eerily with countryish, Beach Boy leanings and simple,
pleasing melodies. Previous recordings have featured guest vocalists,
but here Merritt buries his own singing too deeply in the mix for
sense. Sad, really, when the opening cut With Whom To Dance? finds

melody last, then Mali Rain (project of one Dave Kirby) don't always
comply. Last year's debut outing included Basking (replayed here with
fussy, intrusive percussion) with its sublime chords and nagging
refrains. The title track on Forecast... is similarly memorable with a
dreamy, catchy hook sweeping through the mix. Elsewhere Kirby
creates a hugely impressive interaction of sound and space —

him carolling splendidly over a sparse waltzy strum. A more ambitious possibly the best chill-out record made for some time. But you sense

 

he's capable of greater adventures into melodic territory than are
displayed here. Fine if you want to create only a backdrop of ‘noises’.
less so if notions of immortality are driving your career. Over to you,
Dave.

THE CRANBERRIES
To The Faithful Departed (Island)
Given that they're already in the big league, bringing in a producer of
Bruce Fairbairn's charisma (AC/DC, Van Halen) could have
approached rockbiz gimmickry levels of backslapping. Not so.
Opening salvos Hollywood and Salvation combine Fairbairn's penchant
for grand, gutsy guitar riffing with Dolores O’Riordan's lusty, lilting
vocals to terrific effect. Less fabulous are her lyrics that occasionally
verge on the absurd: "Remember JFK/Ever saintly in a way‘ she
croons on I'm Still Remembering. Hmm, not a bad epitaph for the
man who brought this planet to the eve of destruction less than thirty
years ago. Far more appropriate are the tributes to John Lennon and
Kurt Cobain, with the former given a shuddering rock anthem that
musically recalls the latter. Remembrance is the theme throughout,
whether for teen memories (The Rebels), victims of war (Bosnia, War
Child) or family. The singer's late grandfather is recalled on the
shimmering beauty of Joe, whilst the dark mystical Electric Blue could
be anyone's epitaph. Growing up in public seems to have been less
traumatic for 0'Riordan than Ms O'Connor found it, and despite some
naive sentiments, well-meant or not, there's little doubt that To The
Faithful Departed represents a striking success.

Gareth Thompson

SKINNY PUPPY Brap (Off Beat)
brap (v) to get together, hook up electronic instruments, get high, and
record.
Posthumungous double cd containing an album of tracks from the
group's early years (’83~'85) and one of live material from
subsequent tours ('90-'92), a reminder of how original and inventive
they were-— hey, seminal even. there are still pretenders recording
tapes in their kitchens and lobbing in cuts from TV, film and radio plus
their own cryptic verse. Skinny Puppy's first release in I983 Back And
Forth comprised only thirty-five cassettes, making it something of a
rarity but causing in the first place the devotion which egged on their
epic story. So for allwho believe in them (and they call it Skinny Puppy
Love) hook up to your favourite listening post and admire.

DOWNLOAD The Eyes Of Stanley Pain
(Subconcious/Off Beat/ SPV GMBH)
"This is the time we made noises..." (mooooo. . . ) . .playing the

game of mixing. . . " (scratchcrunch ...oooo boomratchet
boomratchet) (rants about painkiller) . .amputate your destiny. . . ”
(boom ratchet mooo. . .) ". . .and yet. . . "
This is music that leaves us meagre wordsmiths dancing about
architecture. If music were a spoken language this would be English, a
universal elastic language which, whenever it has no word to describe
a thing, can mutate, invent a new one even before finishing the
phrase. Love it. Terrifyingly trippy, lovingly produced, this material
works. It's power in equilibrium, consolidation in abundance, innocent
as a harmless schizophrenic, guilty as a destructive virgin, a whole
album of Satan talking backwards to your parents-— and the collage
on the cover does look like a goat if you turn it upside down and that's
what Download do to me and my perceptions of music. "Download are
the leaders of the city's new generation of underground music. they
take a cue from no-wave and deconstructionalist rock and then they
perform with a voice and an act all of their own." Believe it. Puppy
Gristle indeed.

TACTILE lnscape (Sentrax)
A helicopter with a squeaky rotor and wobbly blades is hovering over
the roof of your house. It remains there for ages a pulsating and
grinding, whirring and throbbing, humming and singing ghost in the
machine. Analogue nouveau.

MELT BANANA
Scratch Or Stitch (Southern/ Skin Graft)
Wailing of sirens, screeching and stamping of feet punky treble trill
thrash thrill trash featuring a real 'uresei yatsura'.

THE OSMONDS The Very Best Of... (Polydor)
Urgh. A whole album of sickly seventies bollocks perpetrated by the
big-toothed Mormonic first family. Why inflict the whole lot of them on
us? Surely a better idea would be to take Crazy Horses and give it a
nineties techno remix. Or maybe a gabba version of Puppy love?

PANSY DIVISION
Wish I'd Taken Pictures (Lookout)
Gay middle class suburban romp through Green Day pop punk with
dick-obsessed lyrics a.k.a. Queercore.

Christine Chapel
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MAN... OR ASTROMAN ? Experiment
Zero (One Louder)
Intergalactic teen beat pop combo Man... Or Astroman?, on their
legendary tour of the Milky Way, developed engine trouble, and
having used up their WD40 supply make a catastrophic and
unexpected emergency landing on planet Earth. Ejecting before the
mothership explodes and they find themselves stranded and attempt
during the ensuing years to merge into Western society. Eventually, in
an effort to generate enough money to build an escape vessel (and
also to enable them to shag lots of Earthwomen) they decide to
reform the band by scraping together bits of primitive Earth
technology like guitar, bass and drums.
Fast forward to 1996 and the release of Experiment Zero, and
considering that they're having to use earthly instruments it's a
triumph (not a Honda) of frenetic alien energy played tighter than a
Ferengi purse, and easily the best album they've made so far. Among
the tracks that achieve orbital velocity are the speeding Planet
Collision the rumbling Big Trak Attack, the menacing Evil Plans Of
Planet Spectra and the scary rumbling and menacing King Of The
Monsters! It's all highly entertaining stuff; treasure this band, they are
something special. And they're massive on Uranus (ooerrl).

VARIOUS ARTISTS The Best Punk Album
In The World...Ever Vol. 2 (Virgin)
Despite the presence of talentless twat Bob Geldof and his useless
Boomtown Rats; despite Adam and his crap Ants; despite the inclusion
of one hit wonders jumping on the Punkwagon (namely The Vapours
and Mink De Ville); despite the cheap cash-in nature of this series,
there are things to praise.
Wallow in nostalgia as Spizz Energi enquire Where's Captain Kirk?
...The Ruts continue Staring At The Rude Boys ...Devo still can't get no
Satisfaction ...Wreckless Eric is still going The Whole Wide World. There
is the obvious and familiar in the form of the Pistols, The Damned, The
Buzzcocks and The Jam (from the days when Paul Weller had talent).
More interesting by far is Beasley Street by John Cooper Clarke, a
caustic tour de force by Punk's most underrated wordsmith. The Tubes
come over all Phil Spectorish with the marvellous Don't Touch Me
There. Then there's Sonic Reducer by the Dead Boys which is a blur of
fucked up guitar and stoopid lyrics (which is how it should be) and
even Eddie And The Hot Rods sound good with the authentic Do
Anything You Wanna Do, which isn't so much punk as revved up R&B
...good stuff nonetheless.
But the best comes from the ladies: Polystyrene and X Ray Spex give
us The Day The World Turned Dayglo; Debbie Harry marries dumb pop
and beauty and gives birth to Hanging On The Telephone; and finally
Pauline Murray, vocalist with the fabulous Penetration screams her
heart out on the classic Don't Dictate. Sweet dreams are made of this.

John Haylock

SCOOTER Our Happy Hardcore (Club Tools)
My relationship with Scooter goes back to when I first saw them on the
now defunct dance music show BPM. They made me laugh. Months
later came crunch time, a new single out and I have to say Scooter are
the type of group you'd be embarrassed to buy even as an
anonymous punter in a megastore. l bought it tho’, the Move Your Ass
ep. It made me laugh. Months after that, another single. Mmm. Now
wouldn't buying this one ruin, the. .. well, magic? So l din't, until
months later when I saw it cheap. Back In The UK and still laughing.
So finally it happened, the album's out. Do I or don't I? But I'm a
great believer in that you should always follow your heart, especially

if you are holding a record in your hand that makes you smile and
shake your head 'cos of the cheesy cover and 'cos of song titles like
This ls A Monster Tune, Crank it Up and Rebel Yell (the clincher, I'm a
sucker for a cover version). So I'm still laughing at three German lads
who can't speak English too good (and they know it, I think) making
comedy techno (well it meks me laff). It's all one big happy package.
from the lyrics ('Posse' is pronounced 'Possay' here and there is
liberal use of buzz phrases like "Hold Tight Crew", "Kick Up The Bass"
and "Hardcore!") to the music: (loads of horns, crowd noises, pianas
and synths played in the style of using no more than two fingers all
crafted around a crazy ‘disco’ beat). Who sez German's han't got a
sense 0' 'umour. And what does ’teutonic' mean?

D? C.l.?

MORCHEEBA Who Can You Trust? (Indochina)
They don't like being labelled trip hop do Morcheeba. I'm all for
labels meself. Anything that makes buying records easier and less
exclusive I'm all for. But it is unfair to file their debut under ‘trip
hop’. It has more in common with the 4AD set (The Cocteau Twins,
Dead Can Dance, This Mortal Coil) than the Bristol set (Massive Attack,
Portishead, Earthling). Their debut is quite simply stunning and
deserves to be up there with the other classic 90's (‘new dance’ shall
we say) albums. Most of the beats are very very slow, maybe they've
been smoking too much. But it all works well to construct a
groundbrea king-ish lp that you'll go back to listen to months and
years from now still amazed at how good it all is. Except for Small
Town a lame dub reggae tune (but then all all dub reggae is lame).
Fortunately not even that can bring it down, tracks like Howling (a
90's Song To The Siren ?), the epic title track, Col, the more uptempo
Moog Island and Posthumous as well as the singles serve to distract
you from this discrepancy. Plus the bonus that Morcheeba don't take
themselves loo seriously, like most trip hop artists do. Trip hop artists,
who are just that, 'artists', stuck up their own arses creating their
precious art. Buy and feel free to dispose of, though you probably
won't.

RUBY Salt Peter Remixed: Revenge The
Sweetest Fruit (Creation) ,
" Some of the most exciting music around right now is not so much a
rejection of rock, as a ruthless deconstruction of it,” spoke a review of
The Unkle Mo’ Wax remix of Died by Tortoise. If it's so exciting why
remix it? The same applies to Ruby. Initially the concept of a remix
album seemed plain stoopid, it's perfectly wicked-guy on it's own. But
I was surprised how good it is. The only downside is that it fits into that
standard remixer's formula— ta ke most, if not all, of the vocals out.
Remixers just don't get it. It's usually the vocals that make the piece,
especially in Ruby's case. Anyway, its all good stuff, not a duff track
in sound. From downtempo (a label which can actually be applied to
some of these tracks), to uptempo to drum 'n' bass/jungle with
Flippin' The Bird, Paraffin, Hoops and Heidi (both versions) standing
out as tunes that stand out. Revenge (that sounds familiar) is an
essential purchase along with the original. Don't dare have one
without the other.

PSYCHED UP JANIS
I Died In My Teens (This Way Up)
Have you ever listened to a lot of swingbeat? Well, it all basically
sounds the same. I wonder what possesses people to sit down and
create music which is just a copy. I wonder the same thing about
‘indie’ bands. Sorry, back to the drawing board.

BACKWATER Shady ep (Che)
It starts with Shady, very American 'indie’— you know, drums, bass-
line, a few plucks on the guitar, quiet vocals then noise, then back
again. The set up with Backwater, when it works best, can be described
as this: the band were recording in the studio, this geezer was walking
past, heard ‘em, thought "Whoa! They sound wicked!", broke and
joined in. Vehicle and You Gave Me life have that sort of, ooo,
spontaneity. They've got that American indie-rock sense of humour so
they'll go far. But only if they keep on that track. The other track in't
thatgood.

FOKKEWULF Bullet Festival (Trent Bridge)
They've got that distinctive Nottingham sound. Angry and frustrated.
Knowing that however good you are you will be relegated to the East
Midlands gig circuit (if you're lucky). Also knowing that whilst
Nottingham is a great city with great bands, the rest of the country
doesn't think so. Another band to see live rather than listen to at
home. They went to town on their cassette cover, it's nice to see bands
making an effort in all areas of the ‘business’. They also get props for
putting it out on Trent Bridge records.

D? C.l.?

THE TOFU LOVE FROGS Rentamob (Zrcr)
The Tofu Love Frogs have long been the kind of band who do more
with the problems of the world than just than just sing about them.
Anyone who catches them live will know that their aggression is more
than mere showmanship. Thankfully this is a cd which matches the
stomp 'n' sweat experience and packs so much into the eleven tracks
you'd never believe its sub-forty minute length. But then, to be quite
honest, if it was any longer your ears would fall off. Excellently
packaged with full lyrics and infolines to back up its anti-CJB, anti-
drug ignorance line of attack. Scrumpythunderbird up the blue touch
paper and stand forward. Punkassfolk.

-.-it’
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SHAMUS O'BLIVION & THE MEGADEATH
MORRISMEN Yee-hal ep (Listenear)
a welcome dusting down of some old Shamus faves, this time including
the metal meanderings heard only since the last (frankly, lo-fi)
release. This four-track ep, available on cassette or cd, proffers Yeeha,
Matty Groves (again), ln Dublin's Fair City, and Fight For Your Right To
Party all delivered as only Shamus O'Blivion know how, though
thoroughly stickless (shame). So how about plumbing some new
depths of folk fun, boys? Sticks on. Yarhee!

Christy O'Neil
JOCASTA Go (V4)
Jocasta are the sort of band that Chemistry students will like. This
single isn't awful, in fact it's slightly catchy in that you find yourself
singing along, but after a while it really does get on your tits. Jocasta
are a more beefy Longpigs, they most likely want to sleep with Thom
Yorke but don't know how to ask him. Go has a slightly mid-80's
guitar feel to it, completely unfashionable. see you in the Top 40 in,
erm, erm, the year T999. Probably. Dickheads will like Jocasta.

dWEEB
Chart Raider Space Invader (Fierce Panda)
Oh how I could I could tell you the tale of how this South East London
trio sent out a grand total of four homemade tapes and managed to
create one of the biggest A&R buzzes of this year. But enough of that.
dWeeb are a very now! band. They don't like drummers so they
employ a drum machine, and create space-punk-disco for the masses.
Of these two short, sharp, spiky tunes the b-side Scooby Doo is
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probably the stronger song. dWeeb are about being young (average
age eighteen), drinking, popping pills and being naughty. Théy will
soon be coming out of their bedrooms and onto a waiting public. Odds
on they will pull it off and they make it look so easy. Already many
pundits are stating " dWeeb will be the next big thing. " Many bands
are going to be very jealous of this lot. Why? Because dWeeb ar
laughing .... .. all the way to the bank.

STERLING Everest Eyes (Mantra)
Oh blimey! ls there really anyone out there who actually likes this sort
of lame guitar pop? Years ago some of us could have labelled this
"fraggle". I can't see why such a lightweight, throwaway, average
band wants to exist in I996. Next!

BEN FOLDS FIVE Underground (Caroline)
The really good thing about Ben Folds Five is that they are going to
piss off a lot of kids. There aren't enough bands around these days
who wind up the kids. A wonderful breath of fresh air, Ben Holds Five
have no guitar; instead they employ a piano. Hooray! A sort of better
Possum Dixon, crossed with a wine bar singer. I get the impression
that these Americans are quite young. Hey! shouldn't they be playing
punk rock? Well, it seems their parents must have had large record
collections. all three tracks on this cd are perversely good. Bored of
bands who all sound the same ? Then this single is for you.

SCARFO Bingo England (Deceptive)
Are Scarfo doomed to live on the toilet circuit for the rest of their
lives? Sadly, if they continue to make average records like Bingo
England the answer is ‘yes’. Their debut single Skinny was a grower,
but this goes nowhere fast, nor even after a few weeks. Oh well. One
of them used to be in Blyth Power. I think that says it all.

CHARLIES ANGELS
Its Never Going To Happen to Me (ORG)
The band that seem always to be on TV. They went on tour with PJ Bi
Duncan and the kids loved them. Sadly it would seem that not many
other people do. We are talking pure pop but they still play the pubs
of London where they shouldn't be seen dead. I often wonder if they
are doing it all wrong.‘Why support Audioweb in Middlesborough or
Earl Brutus in New Cross? they are wasted on the indie kids. This is
bedroom poster pop from the best band in London by miles. Wake up,
smell the coffee, pure pop hasn't tasted or sounded so good for years.
Believe me, (we do, Sid, we do —Ed) Charlies should be huge.
Somebody somewhere must be trying hard to make to prevent justice.
I thought record labels liked selling lots and lots of records. Fuck
Upside Down, Peter Andre et al. Charlies Angels are the ones who
should be inheriting to the crown from Take That.

ASH Goldfinger (Infectious)
Bugger, these kids are cleverer than I first thought. Goldfinger is a
masterful song that sounds so good on the radio. Ash have come of
age, so to speak. Their debut album will sell bucket loads, their gigs
are life affirming events, their fans know how to have a good time. An
added bonus is that on the cd single you will find the smart Get Ready.
Fab.

MAGNAPOP Open The Door(PIay It Again)
They are back and a million times better. The impressive song here is
True Love which strangely sounds like Pink Kross— well, a Pink Kross
who can play more than two chords. Magnapop are back and this time
you will have to take notice.

P.A. SKINNY Stellar (Transmitter)
If I remember correctly, the press release for this mumbled on about it
being Io fi pop. Blimey, this is sort of catchy. It's not a cracking
record— he sounds like the bloke from Perfume on a bad day and
The Sweeny do this sort of thing much better. Passable but I wouldn't
spend my pocket money on it.

MAGOO Eye Spy (Noisebox)
An off the wall indie guitar band who seem to release a record every
week, Magoo throw everything in and at times manage to pull out
something really interesting. therefore, a huge thumbs up. Think
Flaming Lips, Pavement, Beatnik Filmstars et al. Indie thrills galore,
some say it's very trendy to like Magoo at the moment. Blimey! Seven
songs on a 7" (17.5 cm) is pretty cool. Watered down puke yellow
vinyl. Of course it's stupidly limited to about twelve copies).

Sid Abuse

YAM YAM The Spectacle I2" (Nation)
Great idea! Samba-style drumming meets a funky back-beat straight
from a B-boy's boom-box. Add to that bass sounds which could draw
blood from a soundman's ears and this is a heavy groove. It chuggs
along without hurry and establishes an irresistible flow of rhythmic
impulses allowing a little melody to creep in. But such an impressive
idea deserves more... more. .. humph as it develops, just a bit more

interest factor. I'd love Nation to do another mix with a bit more
happening. It begs for a couple of climaxes.

Pablo

MARMION Three After Midnight(Superstition)
The Spark, The Flame And The Fire opens at a canter and continues
apace for ten minutes before the next track gees up to a gallop. both
remain curiously gripping. The third track, entitled Marmion's Island
Pt. 2: The Unknown Territory does sound like a sci-fi film soundtrack
with its doomy swirls and funeral marching beat. Classy stuff.

BILLY WHIZZ UVX (Magick Eye)
Featuring remixes by Astralasia of what sounds like The Shadows on
acid. Big Hank-style guitars behind hard techno trance blast and rush
of brea kbeats, with a filthy squidgy fini collapso on the Disco Mix
Byrne 'n' Belton. Ace. Strictly for headbangers and non-purists.

WHO MOVED THE GROUND?
Good Question (Icarus)
Goddess help us. Ambient brit-pop quasi-ska acoustic Madness. "Do
you ever think/ when you're buying a drink/ of the couple of quid
that you lose?" Well, no, as it happens— I'd go fucking nuts. They go
on to rhyme "relieve all" with "evil" and "pocket" with "wallet" in a
cheeky Chas & Dave nay, facetious vein. Apparently top fun live.

SMALLER Stray Dogs And Bin Bags (Better)
Same goes for you, too. furthermore, adding a weird sample at the
beginning and a weird ending won't stop you from drowning in the
Oasis from which you drink. Who could ask for less? still, "Now the
teIly's blown up/ what am I gonna do?/ I put it in the garden/ and
make it look at you/ I wanna be somewhere eIse" is an interesting
verse.

Christine Chapel

OPTIMUM 4 2 track demo
If this'd been made in the 80's it’d've been wicked-guy. But it wasn't.
Don't get me wrong, it's pleasant enough to listen to, but you want a
bit more than that to drag you away from Stars In Their Eyes.
Empathy is very. .. maudlin, is it? Drum machine, bass, jingly guitar,
synth strings. Skin Tight is more jolly. Erasure-esque? She sounds a lot
like thingy outta Echobelly. I expect a bit more from Nottingham.
Given time they might come up with the goods.

D? Cl?

RACHELS BASEMENT Shake demo
Cool, chugging guitar pop from the depths of Birmingham. Exuberant,
driving and damn good live, I bet. "Shake off the whole wide world, ”
exhorts Daniel Rachel before sliding off into a bluesy ending.
(OIZI 449 B680)

RALPH demo
Palatable AOR-ish fare with a surge of Britpop. Don't Ever Leave is
instant and brief enough for any radio programmer with half an ear,
whilst stabbing organ chords herald the neat, hippyish Tasty.

SOUR MASS demo
Chunky chords form an eargrabbing intro to the stomping That. Clear
clean sound, good placing of strong voice in the mix combine to make
a firm impression. Next up, Surge, does exactly that with a whirlwind
electric pulse. Dropping is catchy and grinding with a brief lull in the
middle of the storm.

DIVIDED OPINIONS demo
A straight leap into folky territory provided by Juliette Heath and
band. Bright and breezy with insistent percussion keeping the acoustic
instruments in line. Heath's voice stands out well over the backing,
both tuneful and focused. Shallow is pretty and poppy with barbed
lyrics, and Fictional Friend strolls through firm chords with an
appealing flute overlay. Eyes Of A Child is flowery but strong and the
balladic Soldier closes an impressive tape. ( O18! 441 2705)

GT

VALVE Woman 3 World cassette single
Short, fast and straight to the point, the front play pop like other
people hammer nails. Like a speedy Blur/Buzzcocks they don't mess
around and the two tracks on this sampler are just fine.

ML
SLZ demo
A mass of samples over hatrdcore techno breakbeats and grinding
guitars, a bit of Acid House, anthemic stuff, weird shit, ambience,
drum 'n' bass, industrial— shit, this tapes a party. I keep playing it
but can't put my finger on why. Not greatly original but an interesting
collection of ideas, which need extrapolating before further
production.

CC
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THE PLATTERS THAT MATTERED
IN APRIL to D? C.l.?
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. RUBY Hoops

. ADAM F Aromatherapy

. BONAFIDE Super Bad

. HYDRO The Bomb Shit

. RUBY Salt Water Fish

. RUBY Swallow Baby

. MORCHEEBA Moog island / Posthumous
EUSEBE P.O.L.i.C.E.

. LA FUNK MOB 357 Magnum
10.RAGE AGAINST THE MACHINE

Bulls On Parade
11.Ll0NROCK Packet Of Peace
12.lNGRlD DE LAMBRE Poesies
13.THE MIGHTY BOP Zazie “Zen”
14.MOBB DEEP Shooks One Part2
15.SUBJECT 13 Spirit Breakdown
16.DAVlD HOLMES Gone
17.D.O.S.E. feat. MARK E SMITH

Plug Myself in
18.ALEX REECE Jazzmaster
19.SCOOTER Rebel Yell
20.THE PRODIGY Firestarter

And the nation's number one is... Ruby off the
remix album, dancefloor trip hop, likewise
Morcheeba and La Funk Mob, a reissue from, I
hate to say it, Mo‘ Wax. The other two gems
from Ruby are o‘f the original album still, er,
kicking, especial y Salt Water Fish. The Lionrock
b-side filled that Chemical Brothers gap (but it
would 'cos it's a Chem. Bros. mix). Bunched
together doing that drum ‘n’ bass ting are Adam
F, gorgeously uplifting in a positive handbag
kinda way, Bonafide managing to be original
(sampling James Brown) and unoriginal
(sampling James Brown) in the same breath,
and Hydro (a gorgeous eight minute epic in a
more subtle fashion). Not much hip hop, couldn't
get hold of the stuff I wanted, but Eusebe's
album track rediscovered on the b-side of the
not very good current single kept it real, British,
and Mobb Deep got wheeled out 'cos I only got
the album last month. Rage Against did, well,
funk. Two more French tunes, Ingrid De Lambre
(trip hop at either 33 or 45rpm plus a drum 'n'
bass mix) and The Mighty Bop (Le Jazz Acid
Franchaise) contributed to that global village.
Back with handbag d 'n' b, David Holmes grew
on me, Subject 13 din't need to and Alex
Reece’s backside to the Feel The Sunshine
remixes was the closest I'd ever get to playing
jazz (Fever’s DJ Pablo informed me that it's a
slow bossa nova). D.O.S.E.'s thump thump
thump thump mix got the vote instead of the
Chem. Bros type versions (does this mean I'm
heading onna house tip’?). Prodigy stayed in—
just (I'm no snob). And finally Scooter supplied
a bit of comedy techno, 'cos it ya dint lalf you'd
cry, innit? D? CI?
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THE GROUNDHOGS photo: Rob Pitt
Nottingham The Running Horse
The combined smell of Patchouli oil and Newcastle Brown Ale
permeates the air as we are magically transported back to
I970. Guitar solos fill the claustrophobic confines of the
Running Horse, like swarms of head-banging mosqultos.
Beautiful riffs from a bygone era make me almost tearful.
We get Garden and Eccentric Man from Thank Christ For The
Bomb ...great chunks from the seminal Split (required
listening for any self respecting guitar groupie) plus various
blues workouts and it all ends with Cherry Red...well, not
quite because Tony returns to the stage minus band to give us
a blistering solo version of Groundhog Blues displaying his
undisputed mastery of the slide guitar. We hardly have ' .- to
wipe the tears of memory from our bearded chins (and that's
just the women) before the flying saucer of pop takes off
again, leaving a gaggle of ageing devotees (me included)
muttering to each other "fuckin’ great, that".

John Haylock

CLIVE LIVE Nottingham Clinton Rooms and
Congregational Centre
Kicking off the deep mid-winter season with a Salsa night once
again saw the Latin groove pack the dance-floor, as the
broadening appeal of irresistible wiggling is further proven.
Wiggling was more evident in mind than body in the collision
of Perfect Houseplant's jazz noodlings with the medieval
plainsong of the Orlando Consort. This fusion certainly had its
moments but was not consistently compelling, though with
more time spent on development it just might be.
Shooglenifty's fiddly folk dance brought wiggliness firmly back
to the feet though the move from toe-tap to full frenzy was
hard wrought despite their contagious acid folk fusion. Uzume
Taiko Ensemble brought their big drums and showmanship,
and although their Canadian roots betrayed their Nippon
ambitions with cutesy educationisms rather than deep drum
explo, their stagecraft was never in doubt. Here's looking
forward to a summer's open air eclecticism and autumn's
indoor musing courtesy once agin of our tight-strapped
councilissarios. Respect due, as well as amount.

Christy O'Neil

GONG Sheffield The Leadmill
Ears yr passport et ton saxpert, a subMarina of a different
kettle of worms sayeth da Overlord as I adjusted my lifebelt.
O Mill of Lead we have come to ear yr wits of wordsdom.
Having done the William Burroughs forming Soft Machine and
the Paris riots bit wot happened next woz this Dingo Virgin
with Shakti Yoni, Bloomdido, Pip and T Being joined by Steffi
Sharpstrings in the spots before my eyes. While the subMarina
saxpert collared Keith Da Missile Bass I witlessnessed
Camembert Electrique, The Flying Teapot, Angel's Egg and You
in virtually full entirety with Ooby Scooby Doomsday, Y Never
Blow Yr Trip Forever and The Isle Of Everywhere resurrected
under the healing fingers of Mike Howlett. Gong presaged acid
jazz pop and KLF-style myth-making by twenty years, and this
supposedly ‘old hippy bollox' is still ahead of this and other
games, spiritually danceable and cup of tea, too. You who
know already understand, if not you have been fooled by the
NMME propaganda fallout. You who don't know, like the sad
subMarina, missed the point. Mind the crap and hit the
zeroming button while I safely splashed down to a pub lunch
tomorrow. U.R.l.N.l.M.U. Bye bye!

Christy O'Neil
(Oh well, this is what happens when you send Howard Mills
and a Hippy to review something trippy in an old Morris
Marina. Should have been there —Ed)

RUTHLESS BLUES/MICK PINI BAND
Nottingham The Meadow Club
Two premiere division blues acts to make your mouth water all
over your gob harp. The only M.P. worth voting for kicks off
proceedings. He feeds us his original Blues (very British, very
classy) and the amply stuffed Meadow Club lap it up like pigs
gobbling truffles. At times funky, always strutting, Mick
strokes and pets his guitar making it behave just the way he
wants it to. The band feature many tracks off the new Big Boss
Man album including a storming version of Key To The
Highway and the superb Mojo Boogie and deserve the
tremendous applause they receive.
Ruthless Blues hit the stage amidst much well deserved
anticipation. Unassuming frontman Stevie Smith on vocals and
harp settles in quickly and is surrounded by pure
professionalism. When Stevie talks, you listen, and when John
Knightsbridge's guitar slides by, the only place to go is up on

your feet. Sax playing muppet Zoot had a son, called-him
John ‘Irish’ Earl, taught him all he knew and then got him a
job in Ruthless Blues. Top quality sax always adds a depth and
feeling to the Blues. John Earl is the standard other sax
players may reach, but I doubt it! Ruthless Blues bubbled to
the top of England's champagne saturated Blues scene, long
may they tickle our noses!

" Chris Carter
The Mick Pini Band appears at The Running Horse on Sat. lst
June

OUT OF THE BLUE
Nottingham The Running Horse
Cooking was not the word...steaming, more like. You could
hear and feel the atmosphere within fifty yards of The Runner
tonight, as Blues cats flocked in to check Out Of The Blue. But
wait a minute something's wrong, lead vocalist, guitar and
song-writing frontman Kevin Thorpe has gone down with flu.
So at the last minute Helen Kirke slotted nicely to take over
crooning responsibilities, and she was the business! Guttural,
soulful and what power, with or without the mike, from the
heel of her boots to the tip of her nose. Guitar slinger Eddie
Tatton is one of those guys who make it look so easy and is
worth checking out for the worlds first guitar strip-tease.
Slender, teasing, almost inaudible notes begin to fall to the
floor prompting whistles from the crowd. The tension mounts
as Eddie unzips the sound from his guitar and all at once
hearts are a-flutter as the full frontal guitar noise bumps and
grinds around the room to tremendous howl and applause.
Eddie and keyboard whizz kid Johnny Duke then join forces to
produce a superb electro duel. Johnny's fingers fly and flail,
but from the chaos of digits comes perfect order.
Featuring tracks from their cd Blues In A Bottle, Out Of The
Blue gave a master class on how the Blues should be played
and enjoyed. Clearly top of their league. Chris Carter
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LEFTFIELD Nottingham Rock City
OK, I'll be honest I don't like Leftfield. Every time I hear or
see their name it epitomises all that's bad in dance music. It's
perfectly produced, it's hyped by majors, it's pompous and
worst of all it tries via rock 'n' roll tactics to please everyone.
Throw in a bit of dub, a bit of House, a bit of trance, a bit of
hip/trip-hop, a splash of drum 'n' bass and wa-hey! instant
crossover appeal. When Leftfield make something that truly
inspires me, then maybe I'll believe the hype.The problem is
they make neither memorable pop dance nor quality
underground grooves, seeming only to teeter on middle
ground touching other people's sound-bites. Tonight, despite
eerie intros, Goa style Conga slapping, sweeping synth links
and any doodlings on a Theremin and some bit of wood with
string attached (which looked stoopid) It seemed the best they
could do were sad pastiches of French Kiss, the 49ers‘ Touch
Me and what sounded like the whole of Guerilla Records‘ back
catalogue. Their clumsy merchandise emblazoned with the
logo 'Liveism' should surely read ‘Plagiarism’. Or maybe even
‘Tourism’. Dub house fucking disco indeed.

Dael
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1. Organ is the biggest selling zine on the scene, and now producing
free broadsheets as part of the series. It's the one to be in and has it's
ear close to the underground unlike what it refers to as ‘Kings Out Of
Reach Tower‘. Now available in size A4. They only review it if they like
it, promote gigs at the Camden Monarch and also have an increasingly
successful record label, so best efforts to Sean, Organ, Unit 205 The
Old Gramophone Works, 326 Kensal Road, LONDON W10 5B2. Send
sae for full list of goodies.

2. As well as being a fanzine DESTROY ALL MUSIC " is a new kind
of label specialising in lo-fi-noise-art-punk-jazrno-wave-experimentaI
and anything with an alternative edge or viewpoint, also a queercore
label written big and proud and wants confrontational bands. " They
also have a few other labels, Destroy All Tapes (for £1 you get literally
a destroyed tape), and Destroy All Jazz, described as "handmade" #2
in the series is called It's Jazz Jim But Not As We Know It, also £1.
Cheques to 'J.Bates' 40 Windermere Avenue, Roath Park CARDIFF CF2
SPR.

3. PERSONALITY CRISIS claims to be ‘the fanzine to be seen on
buses with’. Issue #2 features interviews with Northern Uproar,
Marion, plus loads of reviews including Mansun, Oasis, Bowie, Bjork,
the Charlatans and X-Ray Spex. There's also some poetry in it and
what's more it's local, so let's assume those buses are green and
cream. It costs 50p, so if you want a copy send dosh with your demo
to Anna, 7 Peveril Drive, The Park, NOTTINGHAM NG7 1DE.

4. nothing to declare zine is also only 50p (+ stamp) for issue #7
which features Eat Static and Alice Nutter (Chumbawamba). Send your
demo to Nine, 44 Craighdarragh Road, Helen's Bay, Co. Down BT19
1UB.

S. REPEAT is up to #4 and seems to be a Manics mag. but also
includes Garbage, Gorky's Zygotic Mynci, Honeycrack and Joyrider. It's
co-edited by 10 year old Dweeb, is £1 (payable to R. Rose) for 56 A4
pages so there's plenty of room for your demo to be reviewed if it's
reviewing. Contact Richard, 7 Ferry Lane, Chesterton, CAMBRIDGE CB4
INT.

6. WORDS I MIGHT HAVE ATE is a big magazine, and it too is
local. I saw it at a Stereolab gig. It has a definition of a fanzine
writer's role, lots of informed and well written reviews and features,
stuff on guided by voices, Uresei Yatsura, Tortoise, Magoo, Yo La
Tengo. It's worth the £2.50, in fact it's worth more than your demo but
send it anyway to Tom, PO Box 27, Eastwood, NOTTINGHAM NG16
ZBF.

7. D is on #6 now with features on Mansun, Gorky's, Charlies Angels,
The Mystics, Soul Coughing, Uresei Yatsura and The Wan nadies. Also
Theatre and cinema reviews, demos and vinyl reviews include
Backwater, Bear, bis, Cable, Done Lying down, Five Darrens, Garbage,
Gorilla, Heave, lnaura, Joyland, King Prawn, Pullover, Pura Vida,
Rhatigan, Scheer, Solar Race, Stereolab, Telstar Ponies, and The X
Rays. A damn fine diverse selection, so if you think your music can
stand up alongside these send a demo to Dee, PO Box 345, CHESHAM.
Bucks HP5 3DT. Then you can buy it in Selectadisc for £1 (add 40p
p&p if you send off for it) and see what they thought.

8. CUTE KIDS ON MEDICATION Issue #4 interviews Belly,
Moreau's Island, Popguns, Shriek and Spare Snare. It costs a quid and
you get a free 7" (hard vinyl) single from 4, Threewells Place,
FORFAR, DD8 IEW.

9. A POCKET GUIDE FOR REVOLUTIONARIES AND SEX
SYMBOLS says " Music is the last digestible core of Youth Culture
Fraud. MUSIC IS DEAD killed by the nouveau riche vulgarity and
piercing blue-eyed Indie escapism of the New Cretin culture parading
(its) tacky blank verse and vacuous empty spaces reliant on sustained
ignorance and happy shopper fanbase.
ROCK ‘N’ ROLL HAS BEEN CANCELLED the time has come to take back
the glamour, the danger, the swagger, the savagery, the beauty, the
anger, the threat, the poetry, rip it from the useless clutches of the
conservative, complacent, and consu mer-based, return it to the
radicals, the idealists, activists, and assembled masses." Send your
(angry) demos to Flat K, 23 Plymouth grove, Longsight, MANCHESTER
M13 9LU.

10. BOREDOM Images #10. A full length version of the above is
featured in this "PersonaI fine" i.e it explores the cultural world of its
editor Ade L. Vice of Alfreton which is where Alfreton Road leads if you
keep going. lt contains reviews of cult films and features including a
Shoppers Guide to Cheap Records, plenty of book reviews and vinyl
reviews. He also publishes FlRE'N' SKILL "36 A4 ripping pages of
Cultural 'ows yer Father" on issue #2. Contact Ade at 43 Priory Road,
ALFRETON, Derbyshire DE55 7JT.

afterall: ‘Patti?““"by Steve Albini
Whenever I talk to a band who are about to sign to a major label, I always end up
thinking of them in a particular context. I imagine a trench, about four feet wide and five
feet deep, maybe sixty yards long, filled with runny, decaying shit. I imagine these
people, some of them good friends, some of them barely acquaintances, at one end of
this trench. _l can also imagine a faceless industry lackey at the other end, holding a
fountain pen and a contract waiting to be signed.
Nobody can see what is printed on the contract. It's too far away, and besides, the shit
stench is making everybody’s eyes water. The lackey shouts to everybody that the first
one to swim the trench gets the contract. Everybody dives in the trench and they struggle
furiously to get to the other end. Two people arrive simultaneously and begin wrestling
furiously, clawing each other and dunking each other under the shit. Eventually, one of
them capitulates and there is only one contestant left. He reaches for the pen, but the
lackey says, "ActuaIIy, I think you need a little more development. Swim it again, please.
Backstroke."
And he does, of course.
I. A&R Scouts
Every major label involved in the hunt for
new bands now has on staff a high-profile
point man, an “A&R” rep who can present
a comfortable face to any prospective
band. The initials stand for “Artist and
Repertoire” because historically, the A&R
staff would select artists to record music
that they also selected, out of an available
pool of each. This is still the case, though
not openly.
These guys are universally young (about
the same age as the bands being wooed),
and nowadays they obviously have some
underground rock credibility flag they can
wave. Lyle Preslar, former guitarist from
Minor Threat is one of them. Terry Tolkin
former NY independent booking agent and
assistant manager at Touch and Go is one
of them. Al Smith, former soundman at
CBGB is one of them. Mike Gitter, former
editor of XXX fanzine and contributor to
Flip, Kerrang! and other Iowbrow rags is
one of them. Many of the annoying turds
who used to staff college radio stations are
in their ranks as well.
There are several reasons why A&R
scouts are always young. The explanation
usually copped-to is that the scout will be
“hip” to the current musical “scene”. A
more important reason is that bands will
intuitively trust someone they think is a
peer, and who speaks fondly of the same
formative rock and roll experiences.
The A&R person is the first person to make
contact with the band, and as such is the
first person to promise them the moon.
Who better to promise them the moon than
an idealistic young turk who expects to be
calling the shots in a few years, and who
has had no previous experience with a big
record company. Hell, he's as naive as the
band he's duping. When he tells them no-
one will interfere with the creative process,
he probably even believes it.
When he sits down with the band for the
first time, over a plate of angel hair pasta,
he can tell them with all sincerity that when
they sign with company X, they're really
signing with him, and he's on their side.
Remember that great gig I saw you at in
'89 ? Didn't we have a blast.
By now all rock bands are wise enough to
be suspicious of music industry scum.
There is a pervasive caricature in popular
culture of a portly middle-aged ex-hipster

talking a mile a minute, using outboard
jargon and calling everybody “baby”. After
meeting “their” A&R guy, the band will say
to themselves and everybody else, “He's
not like a record company guy at all I He's
like one of us.” And they will be right.
That's one of the reasons he was hired.
These A&R guys are not allowed to write
contracts. What they do is present the
band with a letter of intent, or “deal memo",
which loosely states some terms, and
affirms that the band will sign with the label
once a contract has been agreed on.
The spookiest thing about this harmless-
sounding little "memo" is that it is, for all
intents and purposes, a binding document.
That is, once the band have signed it, they
are under obligation to conclude a deal
with the label.
If the label presents them with a contract
that the band don't want to sign, all the
label has to do is wait. There are a hundred
other bands willing to sign the exact same
contract, so the label is in a position of
strength.
These letters never have a term of expiry,
so the band remain bound by the deal
memo until the contract is signed, no
matter how long that takes. The band
cannot sign to anther label or put out its
own material unless they are released from
their agreement, which never happens.
Make no mistake about it, once a band has
signed a letter of intent, they will eventually
sign a contract which suits the label or they
will be destroyed.
One of my favourite bands was held
hostage for the better part of two years by
a slick young “He's not a label guy at all"
A&R rep, on the basis of such a deal
memo. He had failed to come through on
any of his promises (something he did with
similar effect to another well-known band),
and so the band wanted out. Another label
expressed an interest, but when the A&R
man was asked to release the band, he
said he would need money or points, or
possibly both, before he would consider it.
The new label was afraid that the price
would be too dear, and they said no
thanks. On the cusp of making their
signature album, an excellent band,
humiliated, broke up from the stress and
the many months of inactivity.
Next month: Part II. What I Hate About
Recording.
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Alfred Street North, Nottinghain
Tel. 958 9161

LIVE IRISH MUSIC
every Friday and Saturday

Music Quiz and ‘
Play Your Cards Right

every Sunday
lfernv Hour

“ 1pm-7pm 1llou- Ti-i.
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The student and biker friendly pub
Live music oll week. See listings.

Hoppy hours I2-7 pm Mon lo Fri.

EVERY TUESDAY at 9pm:
Folk, Blues & Beyond

EVERY WEDNESDAY at 9pm:
Colin Staples Jam Night
EVERY SUNDAY at noon:

The Fun Jam special

I6 Alfreton Rood, Nottm.
(O1 I5) 978 7398

ROB PITT
international rock’n’ roll
photographer

(+ 44) 0162 342 4291

"I'I T-SHIRT
I“ PRINTING
= LARGE OR SMALL RUNS

QUALITY T-SHIRTS
8 AT REASONABLE RATES

FOR DETAlLS:-
TEL/FAX 0115 979 1589
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1F “LIL IL Y & E ‘L_ \ _ _ __,

36 Mansfield Road, Nottingham NG1 3GY. Tel (O1 15) 947 2739

REAL ALES

TRADITIONAL PUB GRUB

STAND UP COMEDY every wed

LIVE MUSIC every Fri 8c Sat

FREE FUNCTION FACILITIES
(for up to 100 people]

DO YOUR EXTRA FIRKIN
STUDY AT THE FILLY

AND PASS (out) IN STYLE !

I SUBWAY STUDIOS
RECORDING L REIIEARSAL

( lo’ Y *\ i.“.i'.i‘I.;Z"“
Sf’ 3/ Y V

I if E £730" ‘==='-1l/ ten HOUR
I II II

1 LARGE HIRRORED ROOMS
FROM 4.3.00 PER HOUR

VOCAL. ?A.l-IICE1. LOCI!-UPS AVAILABLE
DRUM AND BACIZLINE HIRE

RING VAUGHAN Oil:
(0115) 9782002
SUBWAY STUDIOS
FOIEST HILLS
ALFRETON ROAD
NOTTIIIGRAH
NG7 33L

ILITY AVAILABLE
DAT HASTEIING

ALL IIHDS OT RECORDING UI-IDEITAIEII

john and Sandra welcome t/on to

A t.r?f3l.i:’Tue Gojgiggsig FLEECE

Traditional Cask Ales
"* Guest Beers **

Home cooked food

Live Music: Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday. See listings for details.

Quiz night Thursday

(0115) 947 2843

SOUND SYSTEMS
RND
PUBLIC RDDRGSS

O I iiine
I SYSTEMS AVAILABLE
“ FROM isow to 6KW

'1 O5 Mansfield Road Nottingham @
SYSTEM COMPONENTS

SHURE ' STUDIOMASTER
' PEAVEY YAMAHA ' ALESIS ' HH ' AKG

®
14 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

ROCK ' POP ' FOLK ' FUNK ' SOUL
JAZZ ' CAJUN ' ASIAN ' AFRICAN

' LATIN ' BLUES
AND ALL W&RLD MUSIC

ALL KINDS OF INDOOR AND OUTDOOR
j EVENTS. ALSO SCHOOLS AND SPORTS

events CATERED son
®

24 HOUR NATIONWIDE AVAILABILITY
 ®'PI-IONE SID ON 0115 939 ss44
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